Ionic liquid (IL)-water mixtures can exhibit a lower critical solution temperature (LCST) transition, but changes in long-range order and local molecular environment during this transition are not comprehensively understood. Here we show that in IL-H 2 O LCST mixtures, the IL forms loosely held aggregate structures that grow in size leading up to a critical temperature, whereas the aggregation of a fully miscible aqueous mixture, obtained by minor chemical modification of the anion, decreases with increasing temperature. Radial distribution functions from molecular dynamics simulations support the observation of aggregation phenomena in the IL-H 2 O mixtures. A local molecular structure of the ions is derived from multi-dimensional NMR experiments in conjunction with reported molecular dynamics simulations. In addition to considerable shifts of water's hydrogen bonding network in the fully miscible phase, by NMR we observe the anion's protons response to the intermolecular thermal environment and the intramolecular environment and find that the responses are determined by the sulfonate ionic functional group.
R oom temperature ILs (RTILs) are ionic materials with a melting point below 100°C due to functional groups introducing steric hindrance and preventing closed packing structures. Owing to their ionic character, ILs have a number of desirable attributes, such as negligible vapor pressure, high ionic conductance, and often high thermal and chemical stability [1] [2] [3] [4] . The physicochemical properties of ionic liquids can be tailored by chemical modification of the cation and/or anion, leading to a vast number (>10 14 ) of distinct ionic liquid combinations 5 . This presents an enormous library of ionic liquids to fully explore. To date, much of the fundamental and applied studies have focused on the imidazolium cation-based ILs [6] [7] [8] [9] . A subclass of ionic liquids undergoes a thermoresponsive liquid-liquid phase transition of either an upper critical solution temperature (UCST) or lower critical solution temperature (LCST). Such thermoresponsive IL-based mixtures have opened up new potential applications such as protein extraction [10] [11] [12] , metal ion extraction 13 , and forward osmosis draw solutes for water purification [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] .
In liquid-liquid mixtures with a LCST transition, a single and miscible phase appears at lower temperatures. However, upon heating above a critical temperature T c , the single-phase liquid-liquid mixture separates into two immiscible phases. From a thermodynamic view, this behavior is understood in the framework of equation (1), where ΔG mix is the free energy of mixing, ΔH mix is the enthalpy of mixing, and ΔS mix is the entropy of mixing.
At lower temperatures, strong intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonding, lead to a negative enthalpy of mixing and formation of a miscible phase between the two components. These intermolecular interactions are often highly directional and come at an entropic cost. Upon heating above T c , the entropic term dominates as intermolecular interactions are broken, and the system entropy can increase by phase separation due to increased degrees of freedom from the broken intermolecular interactions 19, 20 or if dispersion forces between two like components (A-A) and (B-B) is greater than between unlike components (A-B) 21 . While this type of behavior has been observed for many polymer-solvent systems, there are fewer cases of small molecule LCST mixtures.
Ionic liquids exhibiting a LCST in aqueous mixtures have been developed by Ohno and coworkers [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] . Their argument for the physicochemical conditions necessary for LCST behavior between an ionic liquid and water mixtures is the balance between the hydrophilic and hydrophobic character of the component positive and negative ions 26 . If both the anion and cation are too hydrophobic, aqueous mixtures will be immiscible over the whole temperature range, and conversely, if both components are too hydrophilic, aqueous mixtures will remain fully miscible independent of temperature. In studying related protonated tertiary amines, our team has found that is not the total organic content of the molecular ions that drive this phenomena but the proximity of the organic content to the charged center 30 .
Recent studies have attempted to understand the molecular interactions responsible for the IL-water LCST transition. FT-IR spectroscopic probing of tetrabutylphosphonium [P 4444 ] 4-vinylbenezenesulfonate-water mixtures concluded that the C-H functional groups of the cation responded first to a temperature perturbation, followed by the sulfonate group of the anion. The mechanism proposed that the cation initiates conformational changes (due to greater hydrophobic interaction with water) forming single cation-anion ion pair aggregates due to strong coulombic forces 31 3 COO]) was studied to examine the hydrophilic nature of the ions using 1-propanol probing methodology. The results found that [P 4444 ] showed equally strong hydrophilic and hydrophobic character, whereas the anion exhibited slightly hydrophobic character. The number of water molecules hydrating the cation was 10 times that of the anion and this large hydration shell of the cation results in an unfavorable entropy of mixing 32 . Cations are known to require greater hydration than anions 33 , and the largely neutral polarity (neither polar nor non-polar) of the [P 4444 ] further explains why to date many of the observed IL-H 2 O LCST mixtures are based on quaternary ammonium and phosphonium cations 34 .
MD simulations demonstrated that the LCST transition of [P 6668 ] and amino acid anions in aqueous solutions occurs by temperature-dependent changes in intermolecular interactions between the anion, cation, and water 35 . Specifically, the anion's functional groups, -NH 2 and -COOH, are able to form a hydrogen bond to the carboxylate group of another anion. Similar interactions between anions are believed to play a role in the selfassembly of tertiary amine bicarbonates 30 . With increasing temperature, the anion-water and cation-anion interactions weaken, whereas anion-anion interactions increase, resulting in an LCST transition. Furthermore, radial distribution functions showed no clear interaction of -CH 3 groups of one anion to -COO − of another. Consequently, the proposed conclusions only represent a system specific mechanism as it cannot account for the LCST transition of tetralkylphosphonium benzenesulfonate derivatives 24 , which have no hydrogen bond donor functional groups.
Currently, there exists disagreement in the literature about the molecular interactions responsible for the IL-water LCST transition. In this article, we study the changes in LCST aqueous mixtures of tetrabutylphosphonium 2,4-dimethylbenzene sulfonate [P 4444 ][DMBS] across temperature ranges in both the fully miscible and phase separated regions to obtain further insight in the molecular mechanism of IL-H 2 O phase separation. The aggregation of ILs is investigated experimentally and theoretically by using the dynamic light scattering method and molecular dynamics simulations, respectively. Multi-dimensional NMR provides an insight into the local molecular structure of the ILs with respect to the views of the intermolecular and intramolecular environment.
Results
Temperature-dependent light scattering of RTIL. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) was used to study the effects of aggregation and changes in long-range order for LCST mixtures. For each experiment, scattering intensity versus delay time was collected, and then analyzed by software to give the distribution versus decay constant occurring by diffusion under Brownian motion. The decay constant, Γ, given by eq. (2), is a function of the diffusion coefficient, D t , and the scattering vector, q.
The scattering vector is given by eq. (3), where n D is the refractive index of the material, λ is the wavelength and θ is the detection angle.
From the analyzed decay time distribution and known scattering vector, the hydrodynamic diameter, D h , of the scattering particle can be determined from eq. (4),
where k b is Boltzmann's constant, η(T) is the viscosity and the D t is the translational diffusion. Figure 1a shows the results for the particle size distribution versus temperature across the fully miscible region of a 50 wt.% (w/w) mixture of [P 4444 ][DMBS]| H 2 O. Initially, at temperatures 10°C below T c , the solution shows minimal scattering aggregates, meaning the solution is homogenous within the length scale of sensitivity for the DLS apparatus. However, around 30°C, the solution shows clear correlation with an average scattering size of 3-4 nm, which enlarges with increasing temperature up to 9 nm at 35°C, just below T c . A steady increase in water activity (observed vapor pressure relative to the vapor pressure of pure water (a w = p/p 0 )) suggests that the solute is steadily transitioning from an evenly distributed ideal solute to smaller number of clusters. Plotting the water activity as an observed colligative concentration of osmolality (Equation 5) demonstrates how the effective number of particles in solution are steadily declining as aggregate size grows (Fig. 2) . The Osm kg −1 versus temperature plot converges with pure at the critical point 36°C, just above T c , which is consistent with limited solubility (<60 mM ideal solute particles) and/or large solute aggregates.
The aggregate size growth follows DLS measurements of a different LCST aqueous mixture with [P 4444 ][CF 3 COO], which showed a similar increase in particle size with increasing temperature leading up the critical point 36 . This observation was also supported by additional experimental techniques and it was assigned to the surfactant free micellar formation by the ionic liquid that swelled in size with increasing temperature until macroscopic phase separation occurred. Aggregation behavior approaching the critical point for [P 4444 ][CF 3 COO] aqueous mixtures was also observed by density fluctuations from smallangle X-ray scattering (SAXS) 37 . However, the SAXS study did not support micelle formation i.e., structures consisting of an ordered hydrophilic shell and hydrophobic core 36 . The authors concluded that the aggregates formed non-distinct 'fuzzy clusters' composed of ionic liquid and water molecules 37 . What appears consistent of IL-water LCST mixtures is the change from a more homogenous mixture (reduced density fluctuations, smaller aggregates) to a more inhomogeneous mixture upon heating up to the T c and macroscopic phase separation. Thus, the system's microstructure seems to change gradually with temperature perturbation rather than undergoing a sudden structural change at T c . This trend was compared against the same test on a chemically similar system not exhibiting a LCST phase transition in water, tetrabutylphosphonium benzenesulfonate [P 4444 ] [BnzSO 3 ], and is shown in Fig. 1b . In this system, the 2, 4-methyl positions on the DMBS anion are replaced with hydrogens, yielding benzenesulfonate. Despite the minor chemical change, this system exhibits markedly different behavior. As noted by Ohno 24 , this mixture remains fully miscible versus temperature rather than undergoing a liquid-liquid phase separation. At lower temperatures, the system reveals scattering aggregates on the order of hundreds of nanometers. The aggregate's size rapidly reduces an order of magnitude and then more gradually shrinks to tens of nanometers upon further heating. The seemingly inert substitution of methyl groups with hydrogens results in the loss of the LCST transition and opposite aggregation behavior versus temperature as compared to the fully miscible phase of the LCST IL. One possible explanation for the distinct result is that [P 4444 ][BnzSO 3 ] in water forms extended apolar and polar networks, which has been understood to occur in other ionic liquid mixtures [38] [39] [40] . In contrast [P 4444 ][DMBS] cannot form extended networks (possibly due to steric disruption) and is relegated to distinct solvated ion pair/pair clustering in water.
Previously unexplored in LCST mixtures are changes in longrange order after phase separation into an aqueous rich and ionic liquid rich phase. In the fully miscible state just below the critical point, the solution formed aggregates on the order of 9 nm. Above T c , each of the two-phase mixture shows substantial changes in long-range order. The ionic liquid rich phase shows aggregates on the order of 500 nm at 37°C, just above T c . The size of aggregates in the IL-rich phase subsequently decrease with increasing temperature to 150 nm at 39°C and then to 100 nm at 41°C. The initial 50-fold increase in IL aggregate size going from the miscible phase to IL rich phase would likely arise from the sudden decrease in water concentration and additionally the reduced electrostatic screening from water enabling larger aggregates to form.
The aqueous-rich phase shows nearly an order of magnitude increase scattering diameter of 3000 nm compared to the IL-rich phase just above phase separation. While an increase in aggregate size matches the temperature-dependent exponential particle growth trend in the miscible phase this is also a seemingly counter-intuitive result, as the concentration of ionic liquid is greatly reduced in the aqueous phase. One would expect the aggregate structure to decrease in size with reduced ionic liquid and increased screening between ion pairs from higher water content.
Koga et al. studied the higher order derivatives of the Gibbs energy with regard to the excess enthalpy, and found the LCST IL [P 4444 41 . Our observation of large IL aggregates in the water-rich phase supports the author's proposal, where the hydrophilic IL aggregates rather than dissociate. This decline in aggregate size upon additional heating is similar to the general trend in the fully soluble IL, [P 4444 ][BnzSO 3 ]. Molecular dynamics of the ionic liquid, tetraalkylphosphonium-Bis(oxalato)borate, at very dilute concentrations in water found a 'loose micelle-like aggregate' structure with the cation alkyl chains forming a hydrophobic core and hydrophilic shell formed by polar segments of the anion and cation 40 . However, such a structure cannot be verified by DLS measurements in this work. , is a calculated parameter, which quantifies the spatial correlation between specific atoms, and thus enables detailed understanding of structural features of microscopic ionic liquid systems. The g(r) is defined as the ratio of the local time-averaged number density of specific particles at a given distance, r, from an origin particle to the total average number density of the particles, so then expressed as
where ρ n is the total number density of the particles. The mostly charged atom in Supplementary Fig. 3 represents the position of each molecules for the RDF analysis. i.e., the P atoms, S atoms, S atoms, and O atoms, respectively, are taken as reference sites of the [P 4444 ] cation, the [DMBS] anion, the [BnzSO 3 ] anion, and water molecule. Figure 3 shows the calculated RDF results for [P 4444 ][DMBS]. According to the cation-anion RDF (Fig. 3a) , the ion pairs are attracted strongly to each other by means of strong electrostatic interactions. The pronounced peak observed at around 5 Å results from the geometry of the ions. The two simulations for temperatures above T c display a greater peak height as compared to the that of the lower temperature cases. It is basically counterintuitive for the more thermal motion of molecules at the higher temperature. This indicates that at higher temperatures ion pairs reside in closer proximity to each other. However, inspection of the two cases in the below T c range show a remarkable lack of difference. Thus, the apparent temperature dependence of the cation-anion g(r) suggests that the electrostatic interaction is a main driving force responsible for the aggregation in the ionic liquids. As no strong attractive potential exists among ions of the same charge, the cation-cation and anion-anion RDFs must be a consequence of the electrostatic interactions between oppositely charged ions. The cation-cation RDF (Fig. 3b) shows evidence of clustering at above T c range. Considering the size of the single cation with even butyl chains of around 6 Å, the multiple small peaks between 5 and 10 Å are observed and can be interpreted as all located in the first coordination shell. The many numbers of peaks come from different coordination orientations and mean the ions are loosely tied. The merging of neighboring small peaks at elevated temperature causes a major peak at 7 Å at the two cases above T c . The peak distance corresponds the summation of the length of a butyl chain in [P 4444 ] and the O-S bond length of sulfonate in [DMBS]. Therefore, the major peak means the ions are compactly tied to each other by the strong electrostatic forces and the ion-pair aggregation is in the dense form of multiple layers of cation-anion shells. The first small peak moving to the larger radius as a temperature change from 10°C to 20°C is also consistent with the experimental results (Fig. 1a) at below T c range. Nevertheless, since the MD simulations were carried out with 80 pairs of ions equilibrated in a simulation box with box lengths less than 10 nm in all dimensions, some experimental results, such as the aggregation on length scales of several thousands of nm, are difficult to be realized in the typical size scale of an MD simulation. For the anion-anion RDF of Fig. 3c , since the [DMBS] anion is a relatively small and flat molecule, which can be located between cations and the aggregation is mainly caused by cation-anion interactions, no clear conclusion can be reached from this. However, the aforementioned trend depending on temperature is not observed at the [P 4444 ] [BnzSO 3 ]|H 2 O mixture without the LCST behavior, as shown in Supplementary Fig. 4a -c. The cation-anion RDF of the 50 wt. % of [P 4444 ][BnzSO 3 ] mixture system shows the opposite trend of a smaller peak height with increasing temperature, which is also consistent with the experimental results of Fig. 1b . Figure 3d -f presents RDFs with water molecules and also supports the experimental findings of the LCST characteristic. The overall g(r) of all RDFs with water molecules of the two cases above T c is lower than that of the two below T c cases, which means there are fewer spaces between ions. The trend is more clearly observed in the ion-water RDFs, and demonstrates the ion-water interactions declines as temperature increases. Hydrogen bonding exists in this ILs|H 2 O mixture system. The gain or loss of the directional bonding has been used as the most reliable approach to explain the LCST behavior of small molecules 42 .
In order to gain insight into hydrogen bonding in the IL|H 2 O mixtures, representative oxygen and hydrogen pair distributions in the [P 4444 ][DMBS] mixture system are presented in Fig. 4 . The O-H separation based on the RDFs clearly suggests a simple definition of the hydrogen bonding, as the radius of the first hydrogen atom coordination shell for each oxygen atom, without any further complicated definition. Each occurrence of an O-H approach within 2.45 Å for both pairs in Fig. 4 can be determined as the hydrogen bonding. Applying the definition of O-H separation distance, the number of hydrogen bonds per each oxygen atom in each temperature case was counted and summarized in Fig. 4c . For the [P 4444 ][DMBS] mixture system with the LCST behavior, the degree of hydrogen bonding seems to decrease with increasing temperature. It is known that solutions of 50 wt.% or more contain essentially no free water 42 .
In other words, all water molecules either participate in hydrogen bonding or the formation of hydration shells around the ILs. A lesser degree of hydrogen bonding at the above T c means more water molecules contribute to the hydration shell of ILs. However, for the [P 4444 ][BnzSO 3 ] mixture system, each oxygen atom is basically involved in more hydrogen bonds compared to the ILs with LCST behavior. As a result, the shortage of water contributing to stable hydration interactions disturbs the mechanism leading to the large IL clusters. The number of hydrogen bonds per oxygen atom in [BnzSO 3 ] anion increases as a function of temperature. The net number of hydrogen bonds (O w -H w and O A -H w ) for the mixture display a notable lack of temperature dependence a wide temperature range. Although an additional analysis of angle distribution of water molecules to verify the contribution of dipoles relative to the ions, the dependency of average angle on the temperature is not observed as shown in Supplementary Fig. 5 .
Temperature-dependent NMR and IR Spectroscopy of RTIL. 1 H NMR was used to gain deeper molecular insight into the mechanism of LCST phase transition. Changes in spectral shifts versus temperature were used to monitor and assess intra-and intermolecular interactions in the low temperature fully miscible water-RTIL phase, the high temperature water-rich phase, the high temperature IL-rich phase, and the pure RTIL as a reference sample. Figure 5a shows a 50 wt.% solution of [P 4444 ] [DMBS] below and above T c with Nile Red as a dye to visual identify the two immiscible phases above T c . Nile Red will be predominately dissolved by the ionic liquid, and therefore remain in the ionic liquid rich phase. Thus, the ionic liquid-rich phase is less dense than the aqueous phase and will reside on top. Control over, which phase is probed, is demonstrated in Fig. 5b . The sampling for in situ temperature-dependent NMR assumes that any initial starting solution within the LCST miscibility gap will result in the same final concentration of IL rich phase and H 2 O phase for a given temperature above T c . This assumption is validated from the IL content in the two immiscible phases versus initial concentration measure by Cai et al. 14 .
Pure [P 4444 ][DMBS] shows negligible ppm shifts versus temperature. The peak structure shows narrowing and resolving of finer structure as motional mobility increases with temperature ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Figure 5c compares the spectra of pure [P 4444 ][DMBS] versus a 50 wt.% aqueous solution at 25°C. Moving from pure IL to an aqueous mixture, the majority of the peak positions remains largely unchanged except for two hydrogen groups. The methylene hydrogen atoms next to the phosphorous cation core (peak F) show a substantial shift upfield of 0.24 ppm. These hydrogens would be more electropositive due to their proximity with cation core, and thus able act as hydrogen bonding acceptors from the water oxygen's lone pair, resulting in the upfield increase. Hydrogen bonding between water and the methylene group adjacent to the phosphorous core was calculated to exist in [P 666 (14) ][BOB] aqueous mixtures 40 . In contrast, the anion aromatic peaks B and C shift downfield 0.08 ppm in the presence of water, likely as a result of acting as hydrogen bond acceptors and having electron density pulled away. The aromatic peak A in closest proximity to the sulfonate group does not show any measurable shift in the presence of water.
No meaningful shifts corresponding to the ionic liquid protons are observed over the miscible phase region at 25 < T < 35°C (Fig. 5d, e) . Over the same region, water protons show a linear shift of −0.012 ppm°C −1 , a slightly increased rate compared to pure water shift of −0.01 ppm°C −1 43 . This linear shifts arises from weakened hydrogen bonds as temperature increases, resulting in increased electron density and shielding 44 .
Above T c , water behaves differently in the two immiscible phases (Fig. 5d, e) compared to the miscible phase. The remaining water in the ionic liquid rich phase (right Fig. 5d ), on the order of 10-15 wt.% 14 , moves upfield at a nearly threefold increased rate of −0.038 ppm°C −1 , as water's hydrogen bonds are further weakened. Water in the aqueous phase (Fig. 5e ) actually shows an initial shift downfield, likely as a result of water restructuring its extended hydrogen bonded network as the RTIL solute phase separates. Upon further heating, water moves upfield at a rate of −0.01 ppm°C −1 , similar to that of bulk water, further indicating that the phases are restructuring to essentially resemble bulk water 45 . The chemical interpretation of the NMR shifts of the water peak is supported by the behavior of the -OH stretch mode in Raman spectra, shown in Fig. 6 . Moving from the fully miscible phase to the ionic liquid-rich phase, there is clear intensity loss in the low frequency region of the -OH stretch in which water is more hydrogen bonding. Similarly, moving to the aqueous phase, an increase in intensity of the same region is observed, and the -OH region more closely resembles pure water.
The ionic liquid protons in the fully miscible phase (T < T c ) showed negligible shifts. In the IL-rich phase (T > T c ), only a few ion protons show minor changes (Fig. 5d) . Cation peak F shifts downfield and the anion aromatic peaks, B and C, shift upfield. These are the same peaks that showed the greatest changes when moving from pure to aqueous mixture, however, in the opposite direction.
The IL protons in the H 2 O-rich phase at T > T c show very different behavior from the ions in the IL-rich phase (Fig. 5e) . Nearly all the IL protons shift downfield with increasing temperature, with aromatic peaks B and C showing the greatest shifts, followed by the Ph-CH 3 group E and terminal cation alkyl group I. These downfield shifts can be attributed to increased hydrogen bonding associated with increased water content. Interestingly, the anion's Ph-H and Ph-CH 3 protons A and D nearest the sulfonate group show negligible shifts across the entire temperature range and in all the three phases, whereas protons, in B, C, and E locations show much more sensitivity to temperature and phase change. Such radically different behavior for protons on the anion may indicate that the protons nearest the sulfonate group, A and D are sensitive to the intramolecular environment, whereas those protons furthest from the sulfonate grate, B, C, and E, are sensitive to changes in the intermolecular environment.
Temperature-dependent NMR was previously used to study the LCST behavior of two ionic liquids, ( 31, 46 . We note two important distinctions made in our work versus that in Wu's studies, namely the use of an external lock and reference in our measures, whereas the D 2 O signal in the sample was used, and the steps taken to control the phase being probed by the instrument. By referencing the spectrum to chemical shift of tetramethylsilane, known to be largely temperature independent, we are more accurately able to track spectral changes with increasing temperature. This cannot be done using D 2 O as a reference due to its established temperaturedependent shift. Secondly, efforts to control the phase of probing above the critical temperature when performing in situ measurements on separated phase have important implications for data interpretation. Secondly, the integral area shifts versus temperature, using D 2 O as a reference, were used to assign the ionic liquid formation of globules after observing a sharp decrease in integral area above T c . However, we note this observation could arise from probing the aqueous phase above T c , in which the HOD reference signal would greatly increase relative to IL signal. Thus, we note two important advantages in using an external lock and reference and actively controlling the phase of probing above T c when studying liquid-liquid phase separations by in situ NMR. Temperature-dependent and spin-recovery NMR study of LCST RTIL. Temperature-dependent spin-lattice relaxation times (t 1 ) were examined to probe rotational mobility in response to temperature and phase separation. Similar to VT-1 H NMR experiments, t 1 relaxation changes in low temperature fully miscible water-RTIL phase (T < T c ), and phase separated water-rich phase and IL-rich phases (T > T c ) were measured. All protons showed strictly monoexponential decay. Similar to temperature-dependent chemical shifts, the t 1 times of the IL protons show no significant changes versus temperature change in the fully miscible region whereas water's protons show a continual increased rotational mobility (increased t 1 ) as temperature increases (Fig. 7a, b) . After phase separation, water shows markedly different behavior between the IL and aqueous phase. Above T c , the H 2 O-rich phase's water t 1 greatly increases towards that of pure water (Fig. 7b) . This signal arises from bulk water and thus is not informative of how water is interacting within or in close proximity to the IL nanoparticles observed through dynamic light scattering.
The t 1 of residual water in the IL-rich phase (Fig. 7a) shows a continuous decrease with increasing temperature above T c , indicating a reduced rotational mobility. As temperature increases, water content in the IL-rich phase decreases, resulting in a reduction of IL-water cluster size and/or shortened water chains 40 . Effectively, water becomes more nanoconfined by the IL, resulting in decreased rotational mobility. Decreased t 1 lifetime and the corresponding reduced rotational mobility were previously observed for nanoconfined water in microfluidic devices as a function of volume 47 . The inset is the original normalized intensity before the main comparison with pure water data. Spectra are baseline subtracted using a polynomial function, and normalized to max intensity over the OH stretch region mechanism of relevant phase transitions. Cross peaks on 2D ROESY arise from the nuclear Overhauser effect, in which nuclear spin polarization couples to a different nuclear spin through space. Thus, cross peaks represent nuclei correlated through space, approximately up to 0.5 nm, and whose intensities are proportional to the magnitude of magnetization transfer between protons. Figure 8a shows the 2D ROESY spectrum of a 50 wt.% aqueous mixture of [P 4444 ][DMBS]. Initially clear from the spectrum is the large number of proton correlation between the anion and cation protons, thus making determination of structure ordering difficult.
Changes in cross-peak intensities were calculated versus temperature. The cross-peak integrals were obtained from elliptical integration with ranges from the 1D peak integral limits in f1 and f2 dimension for each proton, normalizing to the external DMBS diagonal integral as a reference for comparison across temperature, and then normalizing to the total number of hydrogens contributing to each cross to allow for comparison between cross peaks (i.e., crosspeak D-I, n H = 15). Unfortunately, NOE cross peaks versus temperature reveal no meaningful trends, likely as a result of sensitivity of observing NOE cross peaks to experimental parameters used. This is further exacerbated by the likely change in coupling constant versus temperature. The results of the analysis are shown in Fig. 8b . Comparing various cross-peak intensities reveals a few important trends: (i) anion Ph-meta-H peaks B and C show strong interactions with the terminal cation alkyl chain I, (ii) Ph-ortho-H peak A, the aromatic hydrogen nearest the anionic sulfonate group, shows an interaction with the alpha-methylene group F, nearest the cationic phosphorous core, (iii) Ph-ortho-CH 3 group D closest to the anionic sulfonate group shows correlation to the cation's alphamethylene group F, whereas the anion's methyl group furthest from the sulfonate group, Ph-para-CH 3 E cross peak with the cation's alpha-methylene group F is not observed, and (iv) cation-cation and anion-anion cross peaks, especially protons 2-3 carbon neighbors away, show much greater cross-peak intensity than anion-cation cross peaks.
Trends i through iii suggest that the cation is intimate and overlapping contact with the anion. The functional groups ortho to anion's charged group are correlated with the cations core methylene group alpha to the cations charge center. Functional groups more distant from the charge centers are moving out of the way so the charge centers can make a close approach. This orientation is supported by terminally methyl of the cation butyl group's interacting with anions meta-hydrogen's more distant from the anion's charge center.
The anion-anion and cation-cation cross peaks show greater intensity found in trend iv most likely arises from TOCSY (Total Correlation Spectroscopy) artifacts, despite using pulse sequences to suppress such signals. As such, no conclusion can be drawn from these cross peaks. Observations of anion-cation cross-peak support the structural organization of the anion's sulfonate group interacting in close proximity to the cation's core, and the aromatic ring facing outwards from the core.
These results, in conjunction with the large chemical shift of methylene group F upon solvation in water, are in good agreement with modelling structures of [P 666 (14) ]-H 2 O-[BOB] complexes 40 . From MD simulations, the pure IL exhibit extended apolar and polar regions from the cation's alkyl chains and polar segments from the cation core and anion. However, upon the addition of water, the cation and anion showed enhanced spatial correlation forming contact ion pairs with water filling cavities between the ions forming cation-water-anion complexes. In these pairings the negative and polar segments of the anion coordinated with the cation core. These theoretical results align with the results of the ROESY experimental data of our system, which indicates the charged portions of the ions are associating intimately.
Discussion
In summary, we observed a common trend among IL-water LCST mixtures in which the IL forms small aggregates below T c , which subsequently increase in size upon heating leading up to the critical point. Furthermore, this observation was specific to LCST mixtures i.e., after minor chemical modification of the anion, which led to a fully miscible mixture, the system exhibits longrange order of hundreds on nm, which then decreased in size upon heating. From NMR studies, negligible changes in chemical shifts or rotational mobility of the IL protons over the temperature range encompassing the miscible region were found. The DLS and NMR data reveal the ionic liquids formed aggregates in the aqueous phase rather than undergo major restructuring to fully solvated ions.
We further identified order of magnitude changes in the concentration of the residuals both phases after phase separation (IL in water rich and water in the IL rich). More significant and unexpected changes were observed in the aqueous IL-rich phase that revealed scatters on the micron scale. Currently experimental techniques are unable to elucidate the organizational structure of the aqueous phase.
Methods

IL synthesis. [P 4444 ][DMBS]
was prepared by dissolving commercially available tetrabutylphosphonium hydroxide solution (40%) and sodium 2,4-dimethylbenzene sulfonate (slight molar excess) in deionized water and stirring overnight. Note: commercially available tetrabutylphosphonium bromide was initially used, but resulted in cation molar excess after purification. The dissolved mixture was then rinsed three times with dichloromethane to extract the ionic liquid, and further purified with three washings of deionized water. The solvent was removed by rotary evaporation at 70°C and the ionic liquid was further dried in a vacuum oven Water activity. Water activity, a w , of solutions and polymeric matrixes was measured via non-contact resistive electrolytic sensor technology on a Novasina LabMaster Standard Water Activity Instrument (range −0.003 to 1.00 a w , with an accuracy of +/−0.003 a w ) with Full Temperature Control (0-50°C, with an accuracy of +/−0.3°C).
Molecular dynamics simulation. All-atom AMBER force fields for potential energy U were used in the MD simulation of this system.
The first term describes the non-bonded interactions including Van der Waals as the Lennard-Jones 12-6 form and Coulombic forces from atom-centered partial charges. The following terms in the potential energy equation represent, respectively, bonds, angles and torsional interactions. A hybrid bond potential was applied: the Morse potential for the OH bond in water and a harmonic potential for others. The force field parameters of atomistic [P 4444 ] cation and [DMBS] anion were developed in previous works 48, 49 and summarized in Supplementary  Tables 1-5 . A flexible water model 50 based on a four-site water model of TIP4P/ 2005 was employed for water molecules, which depicts well the dynamics and bulk properties of the condensed water. In particular, the flexibility of the OH bond distance and HOH angle enables observation of the structural behavior, which provides this information about directional bonding, e.g., hydrogen bonding. The VdW interaction parameters between unlike atoms were obtained by the Lorentz −Berthelot combining rule. The non-bonded interactions separated by exactly three consecutive bonds (1-4 interactions) were reduced by related scaling factors 51, 52 , which were optimized as 0.50 for VdW interactions and 0.83 for electrostatic interactions, respectively. Atomic charges were calculated using a web base calculator, AtomicChargeCalculator, via the Electronegativity Equalization Method (EEM) 53 Supplementary Fig. 3 .
The MD simulation was performed using the LAMMPS package with standard three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions. The non-bonded interactions were cut off at 15 Å while the Ewald summation method was applied to treat the long-range electrostatic interactions. All simulations were carried out at isothermal-isobaric conditions in the Nose-Hoover NPT ensemble with time coupling constants of 25 and 250 fs, respectively. After an initial relaxation with short time steps and an equilibration with long time steps, additional simulations of 12 ns of the ensemble at each temperature were further performed with a fixed time step of 0.25 fs. The atomic trajectories of simulation were recorded with an interval of 1 ps for post-analysis.
For temperature control within 0.1°C. All samples were given ample time to equilibrate between temperature changes. Experiments were collected in a coaxial tube, with the inner tube containing DMBS-d6 and tetramethylsilane as the lock and reference, and the outer tube containing the sample 54, 55 . Aqueous mixtures for NMR experiments used D 2 O with 5-10 wt.% of H 2 O to give a comparable HOD intensity to IL signal. Spin-lattice relaxation times (t 1 ) were collected using the inversion recovery method (180-τ-90-acq) with 10-12 geometrically spaced delay times, DS = 2, NS = 8, and 4-5 × t 1 times between scans. Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOEs) were measured using 2D-T-ROESY (Rotating-frame Overhauser Spectroscopy) and the roesyphpp.2 pulse sequence with spectrum width of 8 ppm, 300 ms mixing time, 10 s delay time, 1024 × 256 data points, NS = 8, and DS = 16. Spectra were processed with a sine-square 90°apodization and then phase corrected and baseline subtracted in both dimensions.
Raman spectroscopy. Raman spectroscopy was collected using a Horiba Confocal Raman Microscope with an Ar Ion Laser centered at 488 nm. Laser power levels were verified to be in the linear response regime and low power levels to prevent sample degradation. Samples were sandwiched between glass slides to prevent water evaporation and the temperature was controlled with a temperaturecontrolled stage connected to a temperature-controlled water bath with 0.1°C sensitivity.
Data availability
The data supporting the findings of this study are available within the article and its Supplementary Information file or from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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